Figure 1. Space allocated to the GCRL Museum before (top) and after (bottom) completion of the NSF-FSML funded relocation project. The project allowed for the centralization of the entire Museum collection and operations from 3,649 square feet in two separate building to 2,448 square feet in one building.
Figure 2. Sections of the GCRL Museum space and general configuration in the GCRL Research Building (top left) and Oceanography Building (bottom right), encompassing 3,649 total square feet, before the relocation project.
Figure 3. Museum space and configuration in the GCRL Research Building after completion of the relocation project. Installation of the compactorized shelving (shown) allowed for the centralization of the entire Museum collection and operations into 2,448 total square feet.
Figure 4. Water main connection for the new fire suppression (sprinkler) system (top) and fume hood (bottom) installed as safety measures in the centralized Museum space in the GCRL Research Building.